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Chairman’s Welcome
I’d like to thank Editor Alan Laing and all contributors for another great issue of Fife
Flying Club Newsletter. FFC Newsletter continues to be an excellent read and I hope it will divert
you on a winter night.
Normally at this time of year I would be congratulating those who had achieved their NPPL or PPL
in the last twelve months but this year due to Covid restrictions there are none. The flying
programme was drastically reduced. We lost the best part of five months of excellent spring and
summer flying weather. However, students, renters and aircraft owners are back in the air, albeit
with anti-Covid precautions in place. Renters still cannot take passengers and for me, part of fun
of flying is sharing the enjoyment with others so this takes the edge off the pleasure. It’s not the
same, speaking to yourself !
However, there’s a vaccine being rolled out, a New Year beckons and on 1st January significant
change will take place in the management of the airfield. This is an exciting development and we
look forward to a better environment for club members and visiting pilots alike. There’s more about
this in the “News from Tayside” item.
Best Wishes for a Happy Christmas and a virus-free New Year.

Chris Anderson

_____________________________________________________________________________________

News from Tayside Aviation

From 1st January 2021 Tayside Aviation Ltd will take over management of Fife airfield under a
lease agreement with Fife Airport Ltd.
Various alterations and improvements are planned. The intention is to dedicate the east wing of
the restaurant area for aviation use, with a reception desk and facilities for flight planning. There
will also be seating and tables where snacks can be taken but the main dining area will be the
west wing. Two individual briefing rooms for instructors will be created in the back room of the
restaurant. The portacabin will be replaced by an ex-RAF radio caravan (see next page) in the
short term but a permanent building including a radio tower may be erected at a future date.
Additional aircraft and instructors will be based at Fife. Other changes will be phased-in over the
first few months, including a self-service fob-operated (avgas) fuel pump.
Tayside MD, Jim Watt, said, “This is an exciting project and one which we are keen to take on.
We would like to work closely with Fife Flying Club to help make it a success and we look forward
to creating a better environment for aviation.”

A new home for Fife Radio…..
Some of you may have noticed as strange red
and white box-like caravan appear on the
webcams for a few days in November. It
disappeared - but is hiding in hangar 4. A
built-for-purpose radio shack for a ground to
air radio service. We understand that it will
be rolled out and used at the airfield early in
the new year, as part of Tayside’s plans to
revamp the airfield. It certainly looks like the
visibility for the radio operator will be secondto-none. But hopefully there is airconditioning in there, otherwise it is going to get mighty warm in the summer!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Xmas Stocking Fillers…
If your loved ones are still stuck for something to get you for
Xmas, we still have stocks of the club baseball caps, mugs,
etc for sale in the portacabin.
In addition, there is this beautiful example of the F4
Phantom going for a song. Anyone interested in forming a
syndicate around it, get in touch with the editor. (Fife Airport
to Crail in 1.5 minutes plus several thousand broken
windows!)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Weather Station Saga
One of many small projects the Club had on its books was re-siting the
weather station detector head – containing the anemometer and the windvane. These had been sitting on top of the roof at the entrance to the Tipsy
Nipper for many years and it was always clear that this location did not give
us the best indication of wind speed and direction out over at the runway.
Various ideas were hatched – including fitting the weather station to the top
of the old NDB aerial on the south side of the airfield. Investigations into
brackets, cutting poles, drilling into metal, etc suggested that that might not
work. In the end, we settled on a 3.9m
length of treated wood and some industrialgrade cable ties. The weather station now
sits about 5.5m above ground level, attached
to the compound fence around the old NDB
aerial. Because it is in clear air near the
middle of the runway, the readings should be
far more accurate and reliable. Work will be
going on to get the data uploaded through
the FFC website next. Jim Millar, Chris
Anderson and Alan Laing were involved in
the pole erection job – not as difficult as we first anticipated, but breaking the wind vane (we got a new one delivered)
and the need for a 35mm hole drilled in the post caused some fun - but we got there.
AL.

------------------------------------

Name that Plane…..
This is the Northrop M2-F2 flying body. One of several lifting body test
aircraft, it flew 16 times between 1966 and 1967 before crashing, and being
rebuilt as the M2-F3. The person who made the aircraft “famous” was Steve
Austin – the “Bionic Man”. Those of you old enough (and if you aren’t, look it
up on Youtube!) will remember he was the man who was barely alive – but
they could rebuild him. The opening titles showed the crash of the M2-F2
where the real pilot, Bruce
Peterson, was seriously
injured. Peterson had control
problems due to poor lateral
stability of the aircraft, which
when rebuilt had a third
ventral fin to improve the
flying characteristics.
The aircraft for this
Newsletter. The one on the
right…. The one on the left is
the biggest bomber that flew
in the second world war (a B29/B-50)… so the one on the right is huge…. How many engines did it end up having?

-----------------------------------------

Advert - The fascinating, ‘high-flying’ tale of Richard Goode
Living the Goode Life – at full throttle.

The Autobiography of Richard Goode
Published by Porter Press International
Publication date: July 2020
Jacketed hardback ● RRP: £40.00 ● ISBN: 978-1-913089-13-9
● 376 pages ● 240x170mm portrait ● 150+ images
This is an extraordinary story, beginning with a bare-foot colonial
childhood, and indeed not speaking English until he was four, yet
ending up at Cambridge, ultimately dealing at the highest levels of
the Russian aviation industry. Richard Goode’s life has been a
fascinating series of activities, both social and business, dealing with
an incredible range of people from the notorious Ugandan dictator,
Idi Amin, to whom he was selling banknotes (legally) to a car dealer
who was embroiled in the Brinks-Mat gold robbery (illegally);
dealing with Russian spies at the behest of MI5; international
corporate headhunting and aerobatics at the highest levels. And all
this with a huge zest for living life to the full.
10% discount for FFC members if buying direct from Porter Press. Quote
discount code FFC10. The discount code can be used by anyone receiving
this Newsletter and on any other Porter Press titles.

Porter Press International Hilltop Farm, Tenbury Wells, WR15 8LY, United Kingdom sales@porterpress.co.uk Tel:
+44 (0)1584 781588 www.porterpress.co.uk

-----------------------------------------------------

More Action at RAF Leuchars
It was reported in the Dundee “Courier” recently that Leuchars runway is likely to be used more
frequently in the future by RAF aircraft and aircraft from other NATO countries. The Ministry of
Defence is inviting tenders for the construction of
additional fuel storage facilities to enable this.
Since the RAF handed it over to the Army in 2015
there has only been a small contingent of RAF
personnel to facilitate its usage as a diversionary
airfield. Typhoons from RAF Lossiemouth are
occasional visitors and Leuchars was used for a
few weeks in September by para-dropping aircraft
involved in special forces training. The only aircraft permanently based are Grob Tutors used by
East of Scotland University Air Squadron and Air Cadets of 12 Air Experience Flight. The Tutors
are a familiar sight over north east Fife. There’s also a Robin DR400 operated by Leuchars Flying
Club. Leuchars Lower Airspace Radar Service (LARS) provides a service to military and civilian
aircraft in the area and their reassuring voices on the radio are a welcome sound to pilots from Fife
(except at lunchtime – Ed!!), training or enjoying the scenery along the Fife coast. That will no
doubt continue but we may no longer have the skies virtually to ourselves and the Tutors for much
longer.
Leuchars was a front line RAF station for a century and has a proud history. That’s gone and it’s
not going to be recreated but I’m pleased to know that there will be more aviation activity in our
corner of the country.

Chris Anderson

------------------------------------------IR(R) (IMC Rating) Training now available at Fife
Instructor Jeremy Billinge is now qualified to instruct the Instrument Rating (Restricted) at Fife.
This was previously known as the IMC Rating and is a very useful addition to the skills and
capabilities you achieved for your PPL. The training, carried out in the PA28 Warrior, involves a
minimum of 15 hours dual instruction
of which 10 are with sole reference to
instruments. There’s 20 hours of
theoretical knowledge, followed by the
IR(R) theory exam. It’s a significant
commitment but it’s a very useful skill
to have. It improves your aircraft
handling and radio technique and it
enhances your confidence even when
flying VMC.
Jeremy is now also a PPL Examiner.

----------------------------------------------------

The Ugly Duckling
Recalling a conversation I had with our
editor, Alan, some time ago, I thought I
would put some random jottings down
concerning favourite aeroplanes. Mine
goes back a long way to primary school
days when I was ten or eleven. A
neighbour’s son was an apprentice at
the Naval Air Station, H.M.S. Merlin,
Donibristle, or Donny B. as it was
known colloquially, and he kindly offered to take me to a base open day. Having pleaded with my mother
for permission, we set off on his motorbike, an adventure itself - no helmets in those days.
I remember touring the workshops including the propeller balancing, rigging, painting, and test facilities, all
featuring aircraft in various stages of refit. My main interest however was the flight line where various jets
of the time were on display. Sea Vampires, Sea Venoms, Attackers, etc., as well as Whirlwind Helicopters.
However, for me, the star was the Fairey Gannet, newly refitted, and resplendent in shiny dark sea grey
and duck egg blue. The size of the aeroplane was impressive, it towered above the fighters, and just
seemed to exude power. It was love at first sight, I must have been a strange kid!
The Gannet was the epitome of a carrier born aircraft, with
many unique features. The brilliant type of aircraft design
that Britain excelled in during those days, sadly long gone.
Powered by a revolutionary pair of Mamba turboprops
mounted in tandem and driving contra rotating props
through a gear box. This arrangement gave it twin engine
safety during long sea patrols coupled with fuel economy as
it was flown single engine hour about, (but plenty power
when required). It carried a pilot and two observers in separate cockpits, with the pilot having excellent
vision forward and downward, ideal for carrier operation. The mid mounted wing was an inverted gull wing
form, more correctly, an anhedral/dihedral, which gave good manouevrability in roll coupled with stability.
A further unusual feature were the finlets on the tailplane. It was found that the rear observer’s cockpit
directed the airflow around rather than over the fin, therefore
they were fitted to enhance stability. As an anti submarine
warfare platform it carried a prodigious weapon load. Fully
loaded, it could carry 2,200 lbs comprising bombs, rockets,
torpedos, mines, and flares, in various configurations. These
being guided on to the target thanks to it’s on board sonar. It’s
carrier credentials continued with a unique folding wing
arrangement, the inboard section folding up and inward with
the tips folding outward, to accommodate parking in below
deck hangars.
Donibristle became the main refit facility for Gannets, including the installation of a test bed costing a
whopping half million pounds, which could test all systems under flight conditions.

Apparently however, this wasn’t always foolproof, as it was common practice for the test pilot to visit the
workshops, select two fitters at random who had worked on a particular aircraft, and say ‘go to the stores,
collect flying gear, you’re going up’. On one particular test flight, with two apprentices on board, a gear
warning light stubbornly refused to go out. The pilot orbited for an hour to use up fuel, then landed safely,
decanting two sweaty apprentices. Incidentally, because of the close proximity to Dunfermline, I was well
used to the distinctive sound of the gannet flying over my school. It had a very easily recognised drone,
probably because of the props. There were a lot of naval aircraft flying locally in those days, as the base
would host squadrons while their carriers, (we had six then), would proceed to Rosyth for repairs,
Sadly, the base was to close in 1959, despite the money spent on it. There were various reasons given, the
principal one being that the runways could not safely accommodate the new larger more powerful jets
coming on stream. Admittedly, there was a big hill at the end of the runway! There are still remains of
H.M.S. Merlin to be found amid the town and industrial estate of Dalgety Bay. There are still some wartime
buildings, and I know of a car park with the rails of a hangar door still in place.
The Gannet facility was relocated to Fleetlands, in Hampshire, but the aircraft themselves went on to have
an illustrious career, including a battle honour for the Aden conflict. During the uprising and subsequent
British withdrawal, they provided replenishment and wounded evacuation, shuttling between RAF
Khormaksar and HMS Eagle.
Sadly they are no more, with only one flying example in the U.S., although there
are several static airframes displayed throughout the world, as they served with
several nations. I don’t know how many know, but we fly past one regularly on
approach to Dundee. It’s easily spotted, parked on Errol aerodrome, but sadly, in
very poor condition. The Gannet underwent several upgrades ending in the single
crew mark 4, identified by its huge radome. However, for me, the Mark 1 ASW will always be the prime
example. These remarkable British aircraft served in many roles, including on occasion as an Admiral’s
Barge, when assigned to a carrier group!
As stated, a lifelong love affair with the Gannet, the one aircraft I would love to have flown in but will never
get the chance. Would anyone else care to share their favourite, and tell us why. (A thought - is any aircraft ugly?
Which do you think is the ugliest aircraft? Let us know – Editor).

(Acknowledging Yahoo Images for the photos)

Jim Millar
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Air America and Con-Air
Jim’s article on the Gannet
prompted me to think
about my favourite aircraft
– but there isn’t enough
room to go into the detail
about the F-86 Sabre, the
A-10 Warthog, the TB9, the
Phantom, the Beagle Pup,
the…. etc. One aircraft that has always intrigued me though is the Fairchild C-123 Provider. If you have watched the
films above, you will be familiar with it. The interesting thing though is it started life as an all-metal glider, before
acquiring piston engines – and later in life, an additional pair of turbojets! (Thanks to Wikipedia for the photos)
AL

“Flying the Knife Edge – New Guinea Bush Pilot”
by Matt McLaughlin ISBN: 978-988-14036-0-5 Published by A. M.
McLaughlin, Hong Kong 2015

Kiwi Matt McLaughlin began his flying career as an officer cadet with
the Royal New Zealand Air Force in 1989. Although progressing well
through his pilot training he seriously blotted his copy book by alcohol
fuelled antics at an Officers Mess “dining in” night which resulted in his
being unceremoniously ejected from the RNZAF. He implies he was
unfairly treated but even by his own description of events he was
probably well out of order.
Undaunted, he picked himself up and resumed his pursuit of a life in
aviation, completing his PPL, CPL and instructor rating at a local flying
club. His first job was with a Christian missionary flying organisation in
Papua New Guinea (PNG) in 1992. After he arrived the job didn’t
actually materialise but he ended up flying with a small charter company
flying the Cessna 206. He was lucky to fall in with a very experienced
bush pilot who introduced him to the special skills and techniques required to survive in this hostile
environment. As the company expanded Matt also flew a Cessna 402 and a Piper Navajo. After several
months Matt moved to a larger commercial operator flying DHC Twin Otters and Dornier 228s.
Papua New Guinea is a land of mountains and jungle where the main means of transport is by air. Some
airstrips are hacked out of the bush, often halfway up mountainsides. Many of them are “one-way” strips.
That is, one way in and one way out. The gradient was such that you had to land uphill and take off downhill
regardless of wind condition. Go-arounds were problematic, sometimes impossible, so you had to get it
right first time. Navigation was difficult at a time before GPS became widely available. One jungle-clad
valley looked just like another. The accident rate was high, at a rate which would have been unacceptable
in most countries.
Personal life in PNG was stressful. The crime rate was high. Various tribal feuds spilled over into residential
and social areas of the capital city, Port Moresby. Matt had some hair-raising experiences with the local
miscreants. The only common language among the various tribes is Pidgin and he had to learn the basics
to communicate with his passengers.
Matt was in PNG for 3years, all the time applying for jobs with international airlines. He was eventually
successful and latterly flew the big jets worldwide, based in Hong Kong with Cathy Pacific.
I found this book absorbing. The implications of the situations Matt found himself in can be appreciated by
anyone but perhaps more so if you are familiar with flying light aircraft. I’ve read dozens of memoirs by
pilots with tales of airborne derring-do but this one is like no other. A thoroughly good read.

Chris Anderson
------------------------------------Possible new syndicate forming.
Still tentative at the moment, a number of people are interested in finding an aircraft to form a new syndicate around,
to be based at Fife. Anyone interested please contact the Newsletter Editor (alandi@globalnet.co.uk)
-----------------

Pause for thought…. from Steve Murray
As most of you will be aware I moved on from ‘Fife Radio’ at the start of the year to take up the
post of Operations Clerk with East Scotland University Air Squadron at Leuchars Station, formerly
RAF Leuchars.
Part of my duties now include preparing the Morning Brief, with an extensive Met Brief provided
from RAF Lossiemouth, which apart from stuff familiar to most of you also includes a couple of
slides covering Sea State and Sea Temperature. I must admit I assumed these two slides were
pretty academic and superfluous.
During August we had two Elementary Flying Training students, RAF Officers doing their initial
flying training course attached to the Unit. It was a fairly warm day outside and the Morning Brief
was being taken by the Boss. At the end of the brief he stated that the sortie for each of the
students that day would include an ILS against the stream to runway 08 as the Unit are not
permitted to perform ILS onto runway 26 at Leuchars.
One of the students queried this in a jocular fashion and asked why this was. The Boss brought up
the Sea Temperature slide and pointed out that the average sea temperature that day was 12 deg.
Celsius. “But it’s roasting out and that’s not so cold surely?” The Boss then made a suggestion that
the student, in his own time, perhaps run a bath, getting the temperature to about 12 deg C, get in
wearing his flying kit, and see how long he could stay there!
He then went on to
explain that as immersion
suits are not worn in the
Tutor aircraft and the ILS
to runway 26 is 7 miles
over the sea, this was
why these approaches
are forbidden. In sea
temperatures that day,
the maximum life
expectancy would be
around 10 minutes,
probably less. The
nearest Search and
Rescue Helicopters at
Prestwick or Inverness
would take at least that
long to arrive and lifeboats in the area would be a similar timescale. Food for thought, perhaps.
Although not equipped with immersion suits, the aircrew have life jackets, emergency radio and
other equipment with them.
How often as PPL do you fly over water for extended periods? Firth of Forth, Firth of Tay, Irish
Sea? Do you even have, never mind wear a lifejacket? Do you know what the sea temperature is?
Not something I had considered in the past, but now that its been pointed out…… Happy flying
and keep safe….
(Photo from Bristows website)

Steve Murray

--------------------------------------

Flying Photos
There must be loads of you who always fly with a camera. Let’s see some of these photos! A tenner prize
for the best one published in the next Newsletter! Here’s one, snapped on the downwind leg for 06 at Fife.
Looks like some tropical location! The Warrior was just turning finals.

AL

And from Adam Hutchison, memories of sunnier days…..

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Some tech issues as raised by Pilots and fixed by Engineers….
P = the problem logged by the pilot.
E = the solution and action taken by the engineers
P: Left inside main tyre almost needs replacement.
E: Almost replaced left inside main tyre.

P: IFF inoperative.
E: IFF always inoperative in OFF mode.

P: Test flight OK, except auto-land very rough.
E: Auto-land not installed on this aircraft.

P: Suspected crack in windshield.
E: Suspect you're right.

P: Something loose in cockpit.
E: Something tightened in cockpit

P: Number 3 engine missing.
E: Engine found on right wing after brief
search.

P: Dead bugs on windshield.
E: Live bugs on back-order.
P: Autopilot in altitude-hold mode produces a 200 feet per
minute descent.
E: Cannot reproduce problem on ground.

P: Aircraft handles funny.
E: Aircraft warned to straighten up, fly right,
and be serious.

P: Evidence of leak on right main landing gear.
E: Evidence removed.

P: Target radar hums.
E: Reprogrammed target radar with lyrics.

P: DME volume unbelievably loud.
E: DME volume set to more believable level.

P: Mouse in cockpit.
E: Cat installed.

P: Friction locks cause throttle levers to stick.
E: That's what they're there for.
Thanks to Scott Macintosh.

---------------------------------------------------------

Drive-In Movies at Fife
Aero Space Kinross recently launched Cosmos Cinema Club with
a Christmas movies drive-in programme at Fife Airport in a bid
to bring some welcome sparkle to families in Fife this winter.
However, due to coronavirus restrictions the event had to be
cancelled.
Working with the Indy Cinema Group to produce the planned
event over three evenings, the Aero Space Kinross team
recognised drive-ins as a super engaging way to keep their
stargazing, astronomy and aviation education outreach in the frame. Indy, very experienced drive-in operators, have
a 10m wide screen consisting of almost 100 LED screens which they deploy at drive-ins across the UK. The intention
was to erect the screen on the helipad with cinemagoers cars parked on the apron. A special version of Capcom Go!
The Apollo Story from NSC Creative was to have been shown before every Christmas movie screening.
Cosmos Cinema Club builds on many years operating a mobile planetarium (Cosmos Planetarium) across Scotland
and the north of England. While unfortunately unable to go ahead this time, all the planning and preparation will
hopefully not have been wasted as the intention is to run similar events in future.
Sincere thanks are expressed to all the folk at Fife Airport, Tayside Aviation, FFC, Skydive St Andrews and Skyhook
and almost 20 volunteers who put a lot of thought and effort into the planning and preparation for the event.

------------------------------

AVOIDING AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENTS – Malcolm Spaven
Controlled airspace infringements have been receiving a lot more attention in the last few years,
driven mainly by the increasing volume (until recently!) of commercial traffic inside that airspace.
From a GA perspective, leaving aside the potential safety and commercial consequences of
causing an airliner to be diverted off its planned route, infringements of controlled airspace risk
making controllers more reluctant to accommodate requests for zone transits and can of course
lead to pilots being pursued by the CAA. None of us want to go there, so here’s a few tips on how
to avoid busting controlled airspace (CAS).

Location location location
First, it’s all about knowing where you are. The vast majority of CAS busts are by people who
aren’t sufficiently aware of where they are. The biggest risk is the unplanned bimble. So, you
haven’t flown in a while, you just want a nice gentle undemanding flight to polish off some of that
rust, so you head off down to Crail and back. Nice and easy, follow the coast, I know this area so
need to plan a route or look at my chart…
But do you really know where the boundaries of the key bits of airspace are? For example, do you
know what features on the ground mark the edge of the Edinburgh Control Zone? What about the
base of controlled airspace above you?
The chart excerpt below shows some of the key features that will help you to visually identify
where the boundary of the Edinburgh Control Zone is. Get yourself familiar with these and it
should keep you out of trouble.
Second, if you’re going to bimble, set yourself some boundaries of where you will and won’t go.
The best bet is to draw a route on your chart, plan it – and then fly it! But failing that, look at your
chart before you go and remind yourself of where the key controlled airspace boundaries are and
how you’ll identify them visually.
Third, if you’re leaving the circuit, set the QNH before take-off. If you depart on the QFE you’ll be
400ft closer to the base of controlled airspace than you think.

Use the kit!
Most Fife-based aircraft have at least one piece of kit than can help you stay out of controlled
airspace. For those with a DME, turn it on when you start up and tune it to Edinburgh 108.9 before
you take off. Then, if operating close to the edge of the Edinburgh Zone, keep the DME reading
comfortably higher than 10nm and you won’t go wrong.
Unfortunately the PPL syllabus still doesn’t teach how to use a GPS so many pilots are wary of
touching them. But they can act as a pseudo-DME and provide you with alerts when approaching
controlled airspace, so it makes no sense to ignore them. The box below gives a quick guide on
how to use the ‘Nearest’ facility on the Garmin 430. If in doubt, ask an instructor. And always set
up the GPS on the ground before take-off!

Continues over…

Using the NRST function on the Garmin 430
1. press and hold the CLR key to take you to the Default NAV page
2. rotate the Large Right Knob all the way clockwise. This will take you to
the “NRST” (= nearest) group of pages
3. rotate the Small Right Knob to select the type of ‘NRST’ facility you want
(Airport, VOR, NDB, Airspace etc)
4. press the Small Right Knob to activate the cursor on the screen
5. rotate the Large Right Knob to scroll through the list to select the facility
you want
The distance to that facility will then be displayed. To keep out of the
Edinburgh CTR, it’s simple – just make sure the displayed distance remains
comfortably greater than 10nm from Edinburgh Airport.
Or, scroll through to the Airspace page (last page in the NRST group) where
you will see not only the distances to nearby airspace boundaries, but a
series of alerts to how close they are.
Checks
You’re all familiar (well you should be!) with FREDA. Think about getting in the habit of adding an
‘L’ to then end of that, for Location, i.e. ‘where am I and where are the nearest airspace
constraints?’ (I’d also add another two ‘Ls’, for Lights and Lookout, but that’s for another day….)
Radio
If you’re planning to fly within a few miles of the boundaries of Edinburgh’s controlled airspace,
remember they have a listening squawk, 0440, which is designed to help you and controllers. The
procedure is as follows:

1. Tune in Edinburgh Radar 121.205 but don’t make any transmissions
2. Set the squawk 0440 with ALT
3. LISTEN. This is the important bit. If an Edinburgh controller sees your 0440 squawk
getting close to their airspace, they will issue a generic call such as “traffic squawking 0440
in the Kelty area, are you on frequency?” You need to be ready to respond to that call, so
keep your ears open.
Here’s a challenge: can we make 2021 the year in which no Fife-based aircraft infringes controlled
airspace?

---------------------------------------------CHRISTMAS CAPERS
Last winter, I was privileged to see a most remarkable flying machine. I had arranged to join an
inspector from the PFA (Parental & Family Association) as he carried out an annual inspection at
EnnPole International Airport in Greenland. I had heard of the budget cargo airlines which operate
in the far north, indeed several books have been written about their ageing fleets of aircraft, but I
can honestly say I have never seen an operation quite like this.
This particular outfit has only one craft, and operates on the proverbial shoestring. The first thing
that struck me was how elderly its design was, as indeed was the craft itself. A solid, robust design
of great simplicity, it had an open cockpit yet boasted fly-by-wire technology. Despite having a
CofG very far aft, it normally operated quite happily on skis. I was told that it could carry an
enormous payload of parcels, had a range (fully loaded!) of 24,000 statute miles, yet had been
certified for single-crew night operations by the FAA. While unfortunately new noise abatement
restrictions at EnnPole International have now restricted night flying to one night per annum,
nonetheless it’s payload is sufficient to carry it’s operator’s entire annual production in that one trip.
Understandably, the order books are full with Fed-Ex alone having options on 50 craft.
Informed sources suggest that the CAA are also extremely keen (for once) to certify this craft,
asking only for 30 test flights. There is no truth in the rumour that they see the annual programme
of one flight per year as a means to delay it’s introduction for 30 years. Walking towards the
machine, I was able to study the design more closely. There were eight powerplants of ancient
design by Prancer & Vixen, arranged in four pairs the like of which I can only recall on the old Avro
Shackleton, with the boss on the front of the forward one being painted a bright, shiny, glowing red
colour. The powerplants were the only “lifed” components, TBO being given as twelve months,
with a total life of perhaps thirty years. Parts are said to be virtually unobtainable, but fortunately
this operator has several spare powerplants in an unusual straw-lined building at the rear of his
premises. The manifolds were of an extremely unusual design – two main branches rising up from
the front of each powerplant, running behind and to either side, with several smaller branches off.
I recall seeing manifolds of this design mounted on the wall in a stately home I once visited. The
inspector recommended the fitting of baffle plates behind the rearmost powerplants to prevent
contamination of the cockpit.
As the captain climbed aboard, I was intrigued by his uniform. Red with white trimmings, it looked,
if possible, even louder than the vivid orange of EasyJet. He invited me to join him in the righthand seat and I nervously took my place. Puzzled, I watched the PFA inspector raise the cowling
of each powerplant and insert what looked like sleeping pills. He explained this was a routine to
test something called EFATO. I was astounded by the STOL capabilities and exceptional rate of
climb, this apparently being necessitated by the noise abatement regulations. Soon our first
destination came in sight. We made an extremely low pass, for which dispensation had apparently
been granted by the CAA, and dropped our parcel with unfailing accuracy right down the chimney.

Barnes-Wallis would have been proud. At our next point of call, I was astounded to find this craft
could hover like a Harrier. Watching the Captain being winched down on to a rooftop, and back up
again after a short interval, the potential for Search & Rescue operations suddenly struck me. Just
imagine if the RAF could winch a crewman down to a stricken boat in the North Sea, to leave a
parcel in a sock and have a drink of brandy before being winched up again, and all without being
seen by any children on the vessel.
All too soon, this interesting flight was at an end. I was to conclude this remarkable visit by joining
the flying machine on a short local trip to Keflavik, but the forecast was for extremely wet weather.
The captain’s charming wife kindly booked me on a commercial flight instead, in order that, as she
put it “You won’t get soaked by the rain, dear”.
Scott Mcintosh

---------------------

Thank you to all who have contributed to this Newsletter. Please send any articles and/or photographs for
the next newsletter to alandi@globalnet.co.uk.
-----------------

